bring the inside out

OUTDOOR LIVING 2020
When you treat your outdoor space as an extension of your home, you’ll discover just how stylish and comfortable it can be. Like you, it evolves over time, and we have designs for every stage:

**defined**
when your outdoor space emphasizes purpose and function

**centered**
when your outdoor space reflects who you are and what you want

**elevated**
when your outdoor space gets taken to the next level of style

**reinvented**
when your outdoor space undergoes a transformation
With a defined outdoor space, purpose and function dictate the types of designs you choose. From small space-friendly collections, to practical pieces, you need items that are convenient and extra efficient.

breezy does it
Let our 4-piece Boho lounge set wash all your cares away with its easy, breezy, on-trend construction. Perfect for smaller outdoor spaces, this cool crew represents a phenomenal value, with 2 chairs, a loveseat and coffee table that come together to help you create a mini sanctuary. 💚
When you’re short on space, you gotta go big on function, and our **Flip-Top dining set** delivers with stackable, colorful chairs and a table that flaunts a fold-down top.
color splash

Outdoor-grade pillows in coordinating colors and bold patterns brighten, soften and spice up your setting.
hip to be square

When it comes to furnishing a small outdoor area, our Ravelo square dining collection is your friend. Crisp and compact, the table seats 2 to 4 around its streamlined, modern design, so you can keep things nice and intimate. In addition to a rust-free, powder-coated aluminum frame, it boasts a sleek frosted glass top.
GROUND BREAKING

BRINGING THE INDOORS OUT MEANS BRINGING LAYERS OF COLOR, TEXTURE AND PATTERN TO YOUR BACKYARD, AND THE QUICKEST, EASIEST WAY TO DO THAT IS WITH A DURABLE, FOUNDATIONAL RUG.

01. 256789 Santa Fe Carnelian Outdoor Rug 9'x12' $995
02. 256792 Herringbone Fringe Charcoal Outdoor Rug 10'x13' $995
03. 256799 Diamond Motiff Outdoor Rug 9'x13' $995
04. 256798 Crota Agean Outdoor Rug 6'x9' $590
05. 197597 Black & White Cobana Stripe Outdoor Rug 6'x9' $395
06. 256792 White Planter w/ Feet 5" $50
07. 256791 White Planter w/ Feet 12" $50

08. 256798 Ivory Garden Stool $70
09. 229858 Grey Round Cement Planter $59
10. 248062 S-PC Set Black ZigZag Ceramic Planter $40

the green light

Anyone with a green thumb will give our sculptural planters two thumbs up for their durable style.
hidden potential

Keep outdoor necessities handy with the Sorrento counter table’s convenient storage compartment. Sophisticated and modern, the design boasts wide resin wood slats that contrast with the black powder-coated, rust-free aluminum frame.
full swing

Hang out and wind down in our Grenada egg chair, which comes with a stationary safety strap and cozy cushion. The design mixes two different resin wickers to create a uniquely contemporary high-end look. Both wickers are durable, easy-to-maintain and 100% recyclable, so there's no environmental impact.
With a centered outdoor space, you’re truly able to home in on who you are and what you want out of your backyard. The designs reflect your lifestyle and help create a sense of ease and balance.
drink it in

With bar and dining set options that are ready to party, our Martinique collection welcomes you to entertain your way.

01. 226166  MARTINIQUE II Outdoor 7-PC Rectangle Dining Table w/ Navy Chairs $1,795
02. 227165  MARTINIQUE II Outdoor Rectangular Dining Table $425
03. 107063  MARTINIQUE Outdoor Navy Dining Chair $195
04. OPPOSITE PAGE
04. 227165  MARTINIQUE II Outdoor Navy Swivel Bar Stool $320
05. 229220  Circular Hanging Wooden Lantern $59
Our best-selling Martinique collection includes a variety of designs that allow you to create a sophisticated, coordinated repose.

Cozy up to an elegant powder-coated aluminum frame and outdoor-grade foam cushions upholstered in UV-rated, weather-resistant fabric.

**Swivel Star**

Cozy up to an elegant powder-coated aluminum frame and outdoor-grade foam cushions upholstered in UV-rated, weather-resistant fabric.
hot spot

Our Koro outdoor sectional brings variety, durability and modularity to the backyard with its crowd-pleasing design. Comprised of pieces that can be arranged in many ways to fit any size space, it features water-resistant, all-weather materials, including rust-free aluminum frames and high-end, hand-woven resin wicker.
**one fine daybed**

With its contemporary open weave and strikingly bold shape, our Koro daybed brings modern flair to the backyard. The perfect spot for curling up with tea and a magazine, you'll love making it your own private oasis.
chill out
You’re going to wish you could spend all day, every day outdoors when you experience the comfort, quality and versatility of our Capri collection. Rust-free powder-coated aluminum frames serve as sturdy foundations for handwoven 100% recyclable resin wicker.
main squeeze
You and our Capri chaise lounge will be in for one long, lazy summer together thanks to plush, irresistible cushions upholstered in an ultra-soft fabric, and a backrest that adjusts for afternoon siestas.
sleek peek

Transform your backyard into a stylish contemporary retreat with our Ravelo lounge collection. Featuring strong, sleek, streamlined frames, the designs are constructed with powder-coated, rust-free aluminum. The cushions boast water, mold and mildew-resistant foam that’s upholstered in double-stitched solution-dyed polyester.
pair up

Perfect for small backyards or balconies, our compact Hayes seating set is an invitation for relaxation. Wrapped in hand-woven resin wicker, durable rust-free aluminum frames ensure reliable strength, while cushions upholstered in water-resistant solution-dyed fabric are protected from the elements.
the glow show

When the sun goes down, our lanterns light things up. Set the scene with captivating materials and styles that will give your backyard a boost.

01. 258149 Brown Metal Lantern 15” $55
02. 258150 Silver Metal Lantern 20” $50
03. 258151 Silver Metal Lantern 15” $35
04. 258152 White Pattern Metal Lantern 21” $30
With an elevated outdoor space, your style gets taken to the next level. From spacious sectionals, to luxurious lounges, to divine dining sets, the pieces you pick offer more of everything you adore.
come together

Thanks to eucalyptus, you’ll notice that these designs boast a tight grain and silver patina that develops over time. They also include cushions that are upholstered in double-stitched solution-dyed polyester and contain foam that’s water, mold and mildew-resistant.
chair squad

The Adirondack chair is one of the most iconic outdoor designs, and our version exemplifies why. Available in 3 handsome finishes - which are applied using a 7-step process - it is characterized by a tall slatted back and deeply slanted seat, where you can settle down and drink up the scenery. Made of 100% solid acacia - a hardwood that contains rot-resistant natural oils - this piece is durable yet lightweight.
seat treat

With three options for dining seating – a powder-coated aluminum bench, sling chair and upholstered chair – our Ravelo collection allows you to create a setting that suits your needs.
Explore multiple configuration options with our versatile Ravelo sectional. Four individual components — an armless chair, corner chair, right-arm-facing loveseat and left-arm-facing loveseat — can be switched, changed and rearranged to accommodate gatherings big and small.
Unwinding is easy and comfy on our Ravelo chaise lounge, which features a mesh woven sling fabric with polyester yarns that are individually coated with PVC.
Host and toast to our lofty Ravelo bar collection, which elevates any occasion with two types of stools, a frosted glass-topped table, and a cart that serves as a stylish sidekick.
seize the daybed

What could be better on a hot day than retreating to a cool outdoor escape? Our Ravelo daybed is just the place with two chaise cushions that adjust separately from a lay-flat position to a sit-up position. You can even add a sunshade for privacy and protection from blazing rays.

01. 253755 RAVELO Outdoor Double Chaise Daybed w/ Sunshade $1,695
02. 243766 RAVELO Outdoor End Table $100
03. 256390 Drifter Mineral Outdoor Pillow 18”x18” $35
weave an impression

Meticulously woven by hand, resin wicker is the star of our Mallorca lounge collection. Individual strands are twisted and arranged into a bold basketweave pattern, creating a unique high-end look. The durable frames are made of powder-coated aluminum and the cushions are upholstered in a premium outdoor-grade fabric that is UV-resistant, water, soil and stain-repellant.
retreat yourself

Bring classic elegance and comfort to the outdoors with our graceful yet durable Avignon lounge collection. Distinguished by fretwork backs inspired by Chinese Chippendale silhouettes, the designs include water, mold and mildew-resistant cushions.

01. 246088 AVIGNON Outdoor Sofa $995
02. 246086 AVIGNON Outdoor Lounge Chair $395
03. 246087 AVIGNON Outdoor Coffee Table $395
04. 246086 AVIGNON Outdoor End Table $795
05. 255584 AVIGNON Outdoor Console Table $695
06. 246295 AVIGNON Outdoor Ottoman $275
07. 864541 RYKER Natural Outdoor Rug 9'6"x12'" $195
08. 291217 Grey Foam 10" $15
back to life
Crafted with FSC-certified eucalyptus that comes from responsibly managed forests, our Avignon dining collection showcases the wood’s tight grain and will develop a beautiful silver patina over time.
inside story

Elegant enough to live inside or out, our Malta sectional is made with 100% recyclable resin wicker, which is handwoven around a rust-free aluminum roll-arm frame.
natural beauty

Channel your chill with our Carmen collection, which features pieces that are as streamlined as they are serene. Beautifully constructed with FSC-certified eucalyptus, the designs boast all of the properties that distinguish the tropical hardwood, ensuring their durability and quality.
Nothing says “outdoors” like a classic campfire gathering, and our Carmen Adirondack chair is the perfect place to enjoy marshmallow roasting and ghost storytelling. A classic choice for outdoor lounging, the design has the added bonus of wide armrests that act as convenient cupholders.
With a reinvented outdoor space, transformation is on the horizon. After trying on various looks and styles, you’re ready to reset, refresh and renew your backyard with refined designs.
Distinguished by its modern open weave detail, our Sebastian lounge collection showcases the versatility and artistry of hand woven resin wicker.

**SEBASTIAN Outdoor Sofa**

**SEBASTIAN Outdoor Loveseat**

**SEBASTIAN Outdoor Lounge Chair**

**SEBASTIAN Outdoor Ottoman**

**SEBASTIAN Outdoor Coffee Table**

**SEBASTIAN Outdoor End Table**

**Indigo Blue Distressed Damask Rug**

**Yellow Zig Zag Tassels Outdoor Pillow**

**Indigo Blue Side Band Outdoor Pillow**

**White Pattern Metal Lantern**

**Ca Cobalt T-ray Set of 2**
full circle

Constructed with rust-free embossed aluminum, the Panama rectangle table, round table and bench feature textured tops that have a wood grain look and a hand-brushed grey finish.
hit the deck

Made of 100% solid acacia — a hardwood that contains rot-resistant natural oils — our Adirondack chairs are durable yet lightweight and come in 3 versatile finishes. Once you sit down, you’ll never want to leave.
playing with fire

The heart and soul of the backyard, firepits are where everything heats up once the sun goes down. We have different shapes, styles and materials, so you can find your perfect pit fit.

01. 29713 Concrete + Glass Outdoor Firepit $895
02. 253734 RAVELLO Outdoor Firepit $795
03. 264056 Wood Grain Round Outdoor Firepit $795
04. 263966 MALTA Outdoor Banquette Firepit Dining Table $895
stunner shades

Available in new patterns and colors, our tried-and-true Market umbrellas add chic shade to any space with polyester canopies, powder-coated aluminum poles and cement bases.